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Abstract: Nowadays, rice production faces significant challenges due to population pressure, global
climate change, and outbreak of various pests and diseases. Breeding techniques used to improve
rice traits include mutant breeding, cross breeding, heterogeneity, transformation, molecular markers,
genome-wide association study (GWAS), and so on. Since the recently developed CRISPR/Cas9
technology can directly target a specific part of a desired gene to induce mutation, it can be used as a
powerful means to expand genetic diversity of crops and develop new varieties. So far, CRISPR/Cas9
technology has been used for improving rice characteristics such as high yield, good quality, abundant
nutrition, pest and disease resistance, herbicide resistance, and biotic and abiotic stress resistance.
This review highlights the mechanisms and optimization of the CRISPR system and its application to
rice crop, including resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses, and improved rice quality and yield.

Keywords: rice improvement; CRISPR/Cas9; genome editing; NHEJ; HDR; grain yield; grain quality;
abiotic stress; biotic stress; herbicide resistant

1. Introduction

Rice is one of the most important food crops in the world. It is consumed by half of
the world’s population [1]. In 2019, total rice output surpassed 755 million tons [2]. By
2050, the world’s population is projected to rise by 34% to nearly 10 billion [3]. The Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations has estimated that worldwide
grain yields would need to rise by 70% to satisfy global demand [4]. Furthermore, climate
change is also projected to increase global temperatures by 2 degrees Celsius over the
next 30 years. [5]. Simiarly, soil salinity has the potential to decrease global rice output by
50% [6]. Cold stress also has the potential to diminish rice yield and quality [7]. Climate
change, arable land loss, water shortages, biotic and abiotic stressors, and other factors
pose new challenges to global food security, threatening crop output and causing massive
losses [8]. To solve these challenges, scientists and plant breeders have been working
hard to create new crop types that are not only high yielding but also resistant to abiotic
and biotic stresses, including drought stress, salt stress, floods, insects, and diseases [9].
Innovative techniques and methods have emerged in the field of plant molecular breeding
to increase yields, improve quality, and resist pests and diseases against the effects of
adverse environmental conditions.

In the past 10 years, new techniques for site-directed mutagenesis, commonly referred
to as “genome editing”, have been introduced to plant breeding programs. CRISPR/Cas9
is an effective and reliable gene-editing technique for plant breeding [10,11]. It is the
most efficient and the easiest gene-editing technique to apply to plant breeding [12]. With
CRISPR/Cas9 technology, DNA is cleaved by a nuclease precisely at a target site where a
mutation is likely to be beneficial. The DNA is healed by the cellular repair system either
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through error-prone, non-homologous end joining or homologous recombination, by which
small DNA fragments can be inserted at the target site [13,14]. Genome editing provides
information for creating new alleles, fixing faulty alleles, and pyramiding alleles to obtain
the desired phenotype by eliminating the generic drug [15].

New CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing technologies have led to significant advancements
in life sciences [16]. The success of plant breeding is determined by phenotypic variability
and total genetic diversity across populations. Genome editing has been recently used to
improve yield performance and a variety of quality-related characteristics. CRISPR/Cas9
has been shown to be effective in improving agricultural disease resistance, yield, nutrition,
and domestication [17]. To develop new varieties by CRISPR/Cas9 technology, breeders
should firstly identify genes that act as negative regulators in yield increase, quality im-
provement, abiotic stress tolerance, and biotic stress resistance, as shown in Tables 1 and 2.
These genes can be applied to produce specific mutations for developing new varieties. In
the near future, breeders should use the technique of homology directed repair (HDR) to
facilitate their breeding strategies for specific genes of interest. In this review, the current
application and future prospects are discussed.

2. CRISPR/Cas9 System and How It Works

CRISPR stands for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats. CRISPR
sequences were originally discovered as short genomic DNA sequences downstream of
the alkaline isozyme phosphatase (iap) gene in E. coli [18]. They were discovered in the
genomes of bacteria and archaea [19,20]. CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing is based on a natu-
ral immune system defense mechanism employed by bacteria to resist invading viruses.
However, it is currently recognized as part of an adaptive defensive system that includes
Cas enzymes associated with CRISPR/Cas9 [21]. CRISPR/Cas9 functions were not initially
linked to microbial cellular immunity until 2003 [22]. CRISPR/Cas9 systems can detect
and cut complementary DNA sequences, enabling bacteria to recall and eliminate viral
intruders [23,24].

The CRISPR/Cas9 system, which is most often utilized in plant genome editing,
can adapt with type II of Streptococcus pyogenes [14]. One CRISPR RNA transcript is
processed to produce one or more short guide RNAs that can lead Cas9 to the target
DNA sequence [13,14,25]. The Cas9 protein has DNA endonuclease activity. Cas9 attaches
to the guide RNA in the cell and produces a binary complex that utilizes Watson–Crick
base pairing to search the genome for the DNA target for cleavage. The guide RNA
binds to the specific target gene. Cas9 also needs a proto-spacer adjacent motif (PAM)
located immediately downstream of the target DNA sequence on the non-target DNA
strand. PAM sequence 5′-NGG-3′ is recognized by Cas9 from S. pyogenes [14,26,27] A
wide compatibility of PAM substantially increases the targeting range of plant genome
editing tools based on the CRISPR/Cas9 system [28]. HNH and RuvC are two nuclease
domains found in Cas9 proteins. The target DNA strand complementary to the guide RNA
sequence is cleaved by the HNH-like nuclease domain and the non-target strand is cleaved
by the RuvC-like nuclease domain [13,14,29]. This induces a DNA double-strand break
(DSB) at the target site, which may be utilized for non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or
homology directed repair (HDR) modifications [30]. The DSB created by Cas9 is repaired
using either error-prone non-homologous end-joining [31], which results in small random
insertions and deletions at the cleavage site, or high-fidelity, homology-directed repair [32],
which results in precise genome modification at the DSB site using a homologous repair
template. Because of its ease of development, simplicity of application, and high efficiency,
the CRISPR/Cas9 system has become quickly adopted as an extremely effective tool for
genome modification in a broad range of species since the initial demonstration of its
potential for genome engineering [13,24]. As a result, NHEJ has become a popular method
for disrupting genes by introducing small base pair InDels (insertions/deletions) at specific
target genes, while HDR has been used to precisely introduce point mutations and insert or
replace desired large sequences into the target DNA [33] in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic picture of genome editing mediated by the CRISPR/Cas9 system. The Cas9
protein, which is guided by a desired single-strand guide (gRNA), cuts the double-stranded DNA
and makes a double strand break (DSB). Subsequently, DNA repair occurs through either Non-
homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homology directed repair (HDR) pathways (Modified from
Doudna JA, Charpentier E, 2014) [34].

3. Research Trends of Major Traits
3.1. Rice Improvement via CRISPR/Cas9 System

The CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing method has been used in almost 20 crop species so
far for improving various characteristics such as yield and resistance to biotic and abiotic
stresses [35] (Table 1). The most direct use of CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing is NHEJ-mediated
gene editing. Pathogenic microorganisms can cause biotic stress, with more than 42%
of potential yield loss and 15% global food production decline [36]. To increase crop
productivity, host tolerance against specific infections, disease resistance to abiotic stressors
such as drought and salinity, and elimination of negative regulators of grain growth may be
essential. Furthermore, CRISPR/Cas9 offers alternative methods for delivering target genes
into crops without leaving a transgenic footprint, such as viral infection, Agrobacterium
infiltration, or preassembled Cas9 protein-sgRNA ribonucleoproteins’ transformation; all
those activations removed the limitations of standard GMO regulations [37]. The method
for developing genome editing (GE) plants that involve upstream open reading frames
(uORF) mutation editing using the CRISPR/Cas9 system provides an efficient approach for
producing GE crops and expanding the spectrum of use of genome editing technology [38].
As the CRISPR/Cas9 method is simple, efficient, and precise, it is anticipated to have
a significant effect on plant biology and crop breeding. Compared to backcrossing in
traditional breeding programs, genome editing allows major crops to be precisely changed
while saving time [39]. CRISPR/Cas9 technology offers an effective way to pyramid crop
breeding by allowing many characteristics to be changed simultaneously [40].

CRISPR/Cas9 has been widely applied in plants’ genome editing, with over 5000 papers
published utilizing this method in the past few years. Research papers and publications
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using CRISPR/Cas9 for improving rice and other crops are increasing year by year. Such
an increase in publications is especially high for rice in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Publications using CRISPR/Cas9 for improving rice and other crops from 2016 to 2020.

3.1.1. Grain Yield Increase

In recent years, the main goal of almost all rice breeding projects is to improve grain
yield potential [41]. Rice yield is a significant and complicated agronomic characteristic
affected by the number of grains per panicle, the number of panicles per plant, percent
ripened grains, and the 1000 weight [42,43]. Nowadays, rice varieties using genome-editing
technologies contain new genotypes of yield-associated genes. CRISPR/Cas9 system shows
potential to increase grain yield [44]. Li et al. [45] modified four genes (Gn1a, DEP1, GS3,
and IPA1) using the CRISPR/Cas9 system in rice cultivar Zhonghua 11. These four genes
have been reported to function as regulators of plant architecture, panicle architecture,
grain number, and grain size. The CRISPR/Cas9 method was highly influential in inducing
targeted gene editing in the first generation of transformed plants. They found that gn1a,
dep1, and gs3 mutants of T2 generations produced more grain numbers, dense erect panicles,
and bigger grain size, respectively [45]. The CRISPR/Cas9 technology was then used to
create homozygous Gs3 mutation lines with stable inheritance and a long-grain phenotype.
Their study offers a simple and effective method for increasing grain production, which may
considerably speed up the breeding strategy of long-grain japonica parents and encourage
the creation of high-yielding rice [46].

In rice, the process from choosing the target gene to field trial with elite lines using the
CRISPR/Cas9 system to develop new varieties with high yield, high quality trait, disease
resistance, and abiotic stress tolerance is illustrated step by step in Figure 3.

CRISPR/Cas9 has been simultaneously applied to three grain weight-related genes,
thousand-grain weight 6 (TGW6), grain weight 2 (GW2), and GW5, to induce mutations, re-
sulting in a 29.3% increase in thousand-grain weight in the triple null mutation. Compared
to wild-type LH422, T2 null mutants had substantially larger grains and a higher TGW.
Grain length, grain width, and TGW of the double mutants increased by 11.69%, 8.47%,
and 12.68%, respectively, whereas the grain length, grain width, and TGW of the four
triple mutants increased by 24.2~25.3%, 19.8~20.5%, and 27.1~29.8% [47]. Application of
CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing for the OsGA20ox2 gene in indica rice cultivar has produced
semi-dwarf mutant lines; the mutations can alter amino acid sequences of mutant plants,
resulting in lower levels of gibberellins (GA) and plant height (PH), shorter flag leaf length
(FLL), and higher yield per plant (YPP) [48].
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Figure 3. General strategy for rice development using the CRISPR/Cas9 system. (A) Identify the
target gene sequence in the rice genome. (B) Design the sgRNA and prepare the vector construct.
(C) After confirming the correct sequence of the construct, it is transferred either by Agrobacterium,
biolistic bombardment (gene gun), or protoplast method. The construct is then transformed to rice
callus. (D) T0 plants are regenerated from transformed callus. (E) Regenerated plants are confirmed
through PCR, restriction digestion, and sequencing. (F) In T1 generation, according to Mendelian
segregation rules, 25% of plants will be gene-edited null plants. (G) Rice plants are then screened
for desired characteristics. (H) Selected plants are transplanted for field trials. (I) New rice variety
with high yield, high quality trait, disease resistance, and abiotic stress tolerance is then developed
by genome editing scientists.

Multiplex editing of QTLs using CRISPR/Cas9 offers a novel, simple, and cost-effective
breeding approach. OsGS3, OsGW2, and OsGn1a genes are yield-related QTL genes in rice.
Their contributions are cumulative, resulting in yield per panicle increases of 68% and 30%
for triple mutants of J809 and L237, respectively [49]. Compared to wild type, multiplex
gene editing of three genes (Gn1a, GW2, and GS3) also increased grain yield of rice plant [50].
The OsPAO5 mutant was created using the CRISPR/Cas9 system. Compared with the
wild type, pao5 mutants had longer mesocotyls, released less H2O2, and synthesized
more ethylene [51].

By simultaneously performing gene editing for three cytochrome P450 homoeologs
and OsBADH2 using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology, novel rice mutants with high yield
and enhanced fragrance were generated. RNA sequencing and proteome analyses were
conducted to reveal alterations; other agronomic characteristics were unchanged in mu-
tants, including grain size, 2-acetyl-1-pyrroline (2AP) content, and grain cell numbers [52].
However, OsPIN5b and GS3 were modified by using the CRISPR/Cas9 method. Results
showed that OsPIN5b and GS3 mutants had longer panicles and larger grains. Compared
to the wild type, mutants had a higher yield in the T2 generation [53].
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CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing was applied to design two target sites in the coding area
of each of the eight FWL genes in rice. The phenotypic analysis shows that flag leaves,
grain length, tiller number, and plant yield of OsFWL4 gene mutants are much higher than
the wild type [54]. Cis-regulatory sequence mutated to alterations in gene expression and
phenotypes the beneficial alleles in new rice varieties by using the CRISPR/Cas9 system
which easily produced alleles with similar expression levels as shown for OsTB1 gene [55].
To increase the grain size in rice, OsSPL16/qGW8 was mutagenized through CRISPR/Cas9,
and proteomic analysis was performed to reveal variations triggered by mutations [56].
CRISPR/Cas9 technology was used to modify PYL genes in rice. Only pyl1 and pyl12
showed severe seed dormancy abnormalities among the single pyl mutants. In real paddy
field settings, 36.4% of pyl1 mutants showed the highest growth and grain production,
while preserving virtually normal seed dormancy [57].

3.1.2. High Quality and Nutrition Fortification

Grain quality is one of the most significant characteristics directly affecting marketing
and trade after harvesting [58]. The price of rice on the market is decided by its quality,
which includes appearance, milling, and cooking qualities of rice grains [59]. Good cooking,
sensory traits, milling, palatability, nutritional value, and physical appearance are essential
factors affecting rice market price [60]. It will be beneficial to create new breeding techniques
if we know how to edit genes that influence quality traits [61]. Gene modification by
genome editing to enhance rice grain quality characteristics is a quick, sustainable, and
cost-effective method [62].

Rice gel consistency (GC) and gelatinization temperature (GT) are known to be as-
sociated with Waxy gene [63,64]. By introducing a loss-of-function mutation into Waxy
gene in two common elite japonica cultivars using CRISPR/Cas9 technology, it has been
shown that mutations in Waxy gene can decrease AC (amylose content) and convert rice
to glutinous types without altering other desired agronomic characteristics. The low AC
in CRISPR-waxy seeds classifies them as waxy or glutinous rice, indicating that utilizing
CRISPR/Cas9 to modify the Waxy gene can effectively convert two non-glutinous kinds,
XS134 and 9522, into new glutinous types [65]. Another study successfully altered the Wx
gene in a japonica background, resulting in lower AC; the AC was decreased in transgenic
Taichung 65 rice lines carrying a Wx antisense construct. Hybrids derived from these
transgenic lines exhibited lower AC [66]. Two genes, OsSBEI and OsSBEIIb, in rice were
utilized to produce targeted mutagenesis using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Although
there were no significant differences in phenotypes between sbeI mutants and wild type,
sbeII mutants had a higher proportion of long chains in debranched amylopectin. AC and
RS (resistant starch) contents reached 25.0% and 9.8%, respectively, leading to modified
microstructure and nutritional properties of starch [67] (Table 1).

The advantages of CRISPR/Cas9 technology and its efficiency can be applied as
the most dependable and efficient way for new rice breeding [68]. The CRISPR/Cas9
system has been employed to modify the ISA1 gene in rice using Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation. It was found that amounts of total starch, amylose, and amylopectin in
cr-isa1 mutants’ endosperm were substantially decreased, while sugar content and starch
gel consistency were noticeably enhanced compared to the wild-type. Furthermore, cr-isa1
mutants showed significantly reduced transcript levels for most starch synthesis-related
genes. These results indicate that ISA1 gene edition can influence starch synthesis and
endosperm formation, which has significant implications for rice quality development [69].
The CRISPR/Cas9 technique has also been utilized to generate new OsBADH2 alleles,
resulting in the introduction of fragrance into an elite non-aromatic rice variety, ASD16.
Sequence analysis of aromatic T0 lines revealed 22 distinct mutations ranging from −17 bp
to +15 bp in the sgRNA region. The intense fragrance was generated by the −1/−2 bp
deletion in lines # 8~19 and the −8/−5 bp deletion in lines # 2~16. This trait was stably
inherited in the T1 generation [70].
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Oleic acid is an essential component of rice bran oil. Increasing oleic acid concen-
tration in rice bran oil could benefit health and improve disease prevention. In plants,
fatty acid desaturase 2 (FAD2) can convert oleic acid to linoleic acid. Four FAD2 genes,
namely, OsFAD2-1, OsFAD2-2, OsFAD2-3, and OsFAD2-4, were discovered in the rice
genome. The OsFAD2-1 gene is the most highly expressed one [71]. The OsFAD2-1 gene
was disrupted using CRISPR/Cas9 technology. Abe and his colleagues successfully pro-
duced homozygous OsFAD2-1 knockout rice plants. Oleic acid concentrations in these
OsFAD2-1 knockout rice plants were increased more than two-fold than those in the wild
type, whereas concentrations of linoleic acid, a catabolite of oleic acid by FAD2, dropped
significantly to undetectable levels in fad2-1 mutant brown rice seeds [72]. A multiplex
sgRNA-CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing system was used to modify the FAD2 gene in rice;
the results showed that the multiplex sgRNA-CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing system could
be used for crop improvement through gene editing of monocot species [73].

Genes related to improved eating and cooking quality (OsAAP6, OsAAP10), slender
grain shape, less chalkiness (OsGS9), grain with low Cd accumulation (OsNramp5), in-
creased β-carotene (OsOr, SSU-crtI, ZmPsy) were also tried to examine their functional
analysis by gene editing using CRISPR/Cas9 technique [74–78].

Table 1. Application of CRISPR/Cas9 system to increase yield, nutrition quality, and other agronomic
traits in rice.

Target
Gene Gene ID Cas9 Promoter sgRNA Promoter Method of Delivery Mutation Type Function Reference

OsIPA1 LOC_Os08g39890 p35S, ZmUBI OsU6,
OsU3

Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Enhanced grain
number, Grain yield. [45]OsGn1a LOC_Os09g31310

OsGS3 LOC_Os12g34380 35S pro Pubi U6a, U6b Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain size [46]

OsGW2,
OsGW6

LOC_Os02g14720
LOC_Os06g15620 pUBQ OsU3, OsU6, TaU3 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain yield,

grain size [47]

OsGA20ox2 LOC_Os01g66100 Pubi-H OsU6a, OsU6b Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain yield,
plant architecture [48]

OsGW2 LOC_Os02g14720 p35S OsU6, OsU3 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain yield, grain
size, grain weight [49]

OsPAO5 LOC_Os04g57560 CaMV 35S U6 Rice protoplasts NHEJ Increase grain weight,
grain number [51]

OsBADH2 LOC_Os08g32870 35S/ubi U3m, U6a Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain yield, grain
size, aromatic [52]

OsPIN5b
OsMYB30

LOC_Os08g41720
LOC_Os02g41510

2 × 35S pro
Pubi-H OsU6a Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain yield, grain size

Cold tolerance [53]

OsFWL4 LOC_Os03g61440 Maize Ubi1 OsU6 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain yield,
plant architecture [54]

OsTB1/
OsFC1 LOC_Os03g49880 2 × 35S

pro CaMV gRNA1,2,3 gRNA4,5,6 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Plant architecture,
number of tillers [55]

OsSPL16/
qGW8 LOC_Os08g41940 2 × 35S

pro Pubi OsU6a Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain yield, grain weight,
grain size [56]

OsPYL1,
OsPYL12

LOC_Os10g42280
LOC_Os02g15620 Maize Ubi1 OsU6, OsU3 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Number of grains,

grain yield [57]

OsWaxy LOC_Os06g04200 CaMV 35S U6 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Decrease amylose content [65]

OsBEI, LOC_Os06g51084 pCXUN OsU3 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ High amylose content [67]

OsISA1 LOC_Os08g40930 CaMV 35S OsU6 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Reduced amylose content [69]

OsBADH2 LOC_Os08g32870 OsUbi OsU6a Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Enhanced fragrance [70]

OsFAD2-1/
OsFAD2 LOC_Os02g48560 pZH

2 × 35S
U3 and U6

OsU6a, OsU6b
Agrobacterium-mediated

Rice protoplast NHEJ High oleic/low linoleic [72]
[73]

OsAAP6,
OsAAP10

LOC_Os01g65670
LOC_Os02g49060 CaMV35S OsU3 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Improved eating and

cooking quality [74]

OsGS9 LOC_Os09g27590 OsUb OsU6a Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Slender grain shape, less
chalkiness [75]

OsNramp5 LOC_Os07g15370 ZmUBI OsU6a Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Grain low
Cd accumulation [76]

OsOr LOC_Os02g43500 2 × 35S OsU6-2 Rice Protoplast NHEJ Increased β-carotene [77]
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Table 1. Cont.

Target
Gene Gene ID Cas9 Promoter sgRNA Promoter Method of Delivery Mutation

Type Function Reference

SSU-crtI,
ZmPsy - Ubi1 OsU6 Gene gun NHEJ Increased β-carotene [78]

OsALS LOC_Os02g30630 ZmUBI U3 Agrobacterium-mediated HDR Herbicide resistance [79]

OsAOX1a,
OsAOX1b,
OsAOX1c

LOC_Os04g51150 - OsU3 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Fertility, Male sterility [80]

OsEPSPS LOC_Os06g04280 - OsU3 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ,
HDR

Glyphosate resistance,
high grain yield [81]

OsHd2 LOC_Os06g16370 35S U3, U6a, U6c Protoplast NHEJ Rice early maturing [82]

OsHd4,
OsHd5 - - - Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Rice early maturing [83]

OsCIPK3 LOC_Os07g48760 CaMV 35S LacZa Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Long day flowering [84]

OsMYB1 LOC_Os05g35500 CaMV 35S OsU6-2 Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Seed maturation [85]

OsHAK-1 LOC_Os04g32920 - - Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Low cesium accumulation [86]

OsPRX2 LOC_Os02g33450 CaMV 35S OsU3t Agrobacterium-mediated NHEJ Potassium deficiency tolerance [87]

3.1.3. Developing Rice Variety with Herbicide Tolerance

In over 130 nations, herbicides such as Basta and glyphosate (N-phosphono-methylglycine)
are used to destroy weeds [88]. Ideal herbicides must kill only weeds, not crop plants.
Increasing herbicide resistance in rice genome using CRISPR/Cas9 has shown popularity
in recent years [79]. Using CRISPR/Cas9 technology, transgenic rice plants containing
sgRNA:Cas9 have been produced by A. tumefaciens-mediated transformation after combin-
ing sgRNA and Cas9 cassette in a binary vector. Alterations were discovered by examining
the targeted location on the genomes of matching transgenic plants. The effectiveness of
mutagenesis ranged from 2% to 16%. Furthermore, the biallelic mutant transgenic plant was
sensitive to bentazon according to phenotypic analyses [80] (Table 1). The previous study
reported that the CRISPR/Cas9 system was used to develop effective intron-mediated,
site-specific gene replacement and insertion methods that could produce mutations through
the NHEJ pathway. Targeted gene insertions were accomplished at a frequency of 2.2%
utilizing a sgRNA targeting one intron and a donor DNA template with the same sgRNA
position. Glyphosate resistance was found with anticipation in rice plants carrying the
OsEPSPS gene [81,89]. Site-specific gene substitutions and insertions were also reliably
inherited by the following generation [90].

3.1.4. Male Sterile Lines for Hybrid Breeding

Hybrid rice breeding is a valuable technique for increasing rice yields. The develop-
ment of a sterile male line is critical to cross-breeding success. Using the CRISPR/Cas9
system, a group of researchers in China created 10 target sites in the coding region of
TMS5 for targeted mutagenesis, the most widely used thermo-sensitive genic male sterility
(TGMS) gene, and developed new “transgene clean” TGMS lines; within a year, both rice
subspecies produced 11 new “transgene clean” TGMS lines with high potential application
in hybrid breeding [91]. One of the essential stages in two-line hybrid rice breeding is
developing photoperiod-sensitive genic male sterility (PGMS) lines. Such lines were tradi-
tionally vetted and produced using a traditional rice breeding method in both long-day and
short-day environments. This isolation and backcross procedure may potentially take more
than 3 years to complete, with a shallow success rate. However, CRISPR/Cas9 technology
provides a simple way to create Carbon-starved anther (csa)-based PGMS rice lines [92]
(Table 1).

For commercial rice breeding, developing nuclear-sterile lines for two-line hybrid
breeding is important. Researchers from China developed the pC1300-2 × 35S::sgRNA
expression vector using CRISPR/Cas9 technology to edit the male fertility gene PTGMS2-1
in 93-11 and Huazhan, the two most commonly compatible rice varieties. According to
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results of phytotron tests with four temperature and photoperiod treatments, the most
significant factor in restoring pollen fertility in ptgms2-1 mutants in the 93-11 and Huazhan
rice varieties is temperature, while photoperiod has some impacts on pollen fertility in
these two rice backgrounds. Using a genome editing method to develop new male-sterile
lines will substantially speed up the rice breeding process [93].

3.1.5. Rice Early Maturing and Long Day Flowering

The flowering time of rice (Oryza sativa L.) is one of the most significant agronomic
variables for area adaptation and grain output. Breeders would want to have a more
efficient and somewhat modulated blooming period of an elite cultivar in the rice breeding
process. Four homozygous lines were modified to boost the expression of flowering
repressors using the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing technique by modifying Hd2 uORFs.
A high-efficiency breeding technique for manipulating rice heading date was created
using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing, which saves time and labor compared to
conventional breeding [82,83]. The CRISPR/Cas9 technique was used to identify OsCIPK3.
A mutation in OsCIPK3 causes a late heading date under LDs but a normal heading date
under short-day circumstances. According to the results, OsCIPK3 phosphorylates OsFD1
to enhance the development of RFT1-containing florigen activation complexes and, as a
consequence, flowering in rice under long-day conditions [84].

Genes related to seed maturation (OsMYB1), low cesium accumulation (OsHAK-1),
and potassium deficiency tolerance (OsPRX2) were also tried to examine their functional
analysis by NHEJ of gene editing using CRISPR/Cas9 technique [85–87].

3.1.6. Abiotic Stress Resistance
Salinity Tolerance

Salt is a significant environmental stressor that may have an adverse effect on rice
development and production. Recent research has indicated that members of AP2/ERF
domain containing RAV (related to ABI3/VP1) TF family might play a role in abiotic stress
adaption [94]. Under a salt stress condition, expression patterns of all five OsRAVs were
analyzed. By treating cells with high salinity, just one gene, OsRAV2, was stably activated.
The regulatory role of the GT-1 element in OsRAV2 salt induction has been shown in
situ in plants utilizing targeted mutations produced using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology
(Table 1). These results suggest that the GT-1 element exerts direct control over OsRAV2′s
salt response. This research contributes to a better understanding of OsRAVs’ potential
activities and the molecular regulatory mechanisms governing plant gene expression
in response to salt stress [95]. In a previous study, salt tolerance of rice was improved
by introducing a Cas9-OsRR22-sgRNA expressing vector targeting the rice OsRR22 gene.
Mutant plants lacking transfer DNA (T-DNA) were generated via segregation in T1 progeny.
Specifically, findings revealed that salt tolerance of T2 homozygous mutant lines was
substantially increased compared to that of wild-type plants when grown to seedling stage.
Additionally, no significant differences in agronomic characteristics among T2 heterozygous
mutant lines and wild-type plants were observed. These findings in the T2 generation
suggest that CRISPR/Cas9 might be an effective tool for increasing rice salt [96] (Table 2).

Drought Tolerance

Drought tolerance is a multi-gene trait that shows multiple genotypes through environ-
ment interaction [97,98]. Drought stress can reduce the photosynthetic rate, limiting plant
growth and yield loss, ranging from 13% to 94% [99]. The study by scientists from Japan
demonstrated that the role of OsERA1 in rice plants may be functionally characterized uti-
lizing the CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing method. Rice osera1 mutant lines with
CRISPR/Cas9-induced frameshift mutations in OsERA1 revealed comparable leaf growth
to wild-type (WT) plants. These mutant lines showed improved main root development
compared to WT; through stomatal regulation, these osera1 mutant lines also had better
sensitivity to ABA and drought stress. These results indicate that OsERA1 in rice can serve
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as a negative regulator of primary root development in non-stressed circumstances as well
as a negative regulator of ABA and drought stress responses [100].

Ossapk2 mutants showed an ABA-insensitive phenotype during the germination and
post-germination phases, suggesting that OsSAPK2 might play a crucial role in ABA-
mediated seed dormancy. This mutant was more susceptible to drought stress and reactive
oxygen species (ROS) than wild-type plants, indicating that OsSAPK2 might be essential
for rice drought responses [101] (Table 2).

Santosh Kumar and colleagues used CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing to generate mutant al-
leles of drought and salt tolerance (DST) genes in indica mega rice cultivar MTU1010. Their
results revealed that downregulation of stomatal developmental genes SPCH1, MUTE, and
ICE1 contributed to the decrease in stomatal density in DST loss-of-function mutants. In
the seedling stage, a Cas9-free dstD184–305 mutant showed moderate resistance to osmotic
stress and high tolerance to salt stress. As a result, DST mutant alleles developed in their
research will be helpful for increasing drought and salt tolerance of indica rice cultivars
as well as grain production [102]. Under stressful circumstances, the OsmiR535 gene is
activated relative to controls. Researchers have confirmed that inhibiting or knocking
down OsmiR535 in rice can improve plant tolerance to NaCl, ABA, dehydration, and
PEG stressors using transgenic and CRISPR/Cas9 knockout system methods. Further-
more, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing resulted in a homozygous 5 bp deletion in
OsmiR535′s coding sequence, indicating that OsmiR535 might be a viable genetic editing
target for drought and salinity tolerance [103].

OsPYL9 was mutagenized in rice using CRISPR/Cas9 to better understand the function
of one of the ABA receptors. The OsPYL9 mutants demonstrated an increase in grain output
under both drought and well-watering conditions. Overall, the findings demonstrated
that OsPYL9 mutants created by CRISPR/Cas9 have the potential to increase rice drought
tolerance and production [104]. CRISPR/Cas9-based mutagenesis of the Semi-rolled leaf1,2
(SRL1 and SRL2) genes resulted in rolled leaf mutant plants. When compared to their
wild-type counterparts, the mutant plants had reduced malondialdehyde (MDA) levels but
greater survival rates under drought stress. The mutant restorer hybrids had a semi-rolled
leaf phenotype with enhanced panicle number, grain number per panicle, and yield per
plant, according to the researchers. This research expands to our understanding of the rice
drought tolerance protein network by using the CRISPR/Cas9 system [105].

Cold Tolerance

Low temperature is an important abiotic stress that negatively affects morphological
development and yield production in rice. At the seedling stage, cold stress causes low
germination, poor growth, and damage to seedlings. Cold stress can also reduce grain yield
in the reproductive stage [106,107]. The rice annexin gene OsAnn3 was knocked down by
using CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing. Consequently, the cold tolerance characteristic of T1
mutant lines generated from T0 biallelic mutants was found after a 3-day cold treatment
at 4 ◦C. The relative electrical conductivity (REC) of T1 mutant lines increased after they
were exposed to cold treatment. However, their survival ratio decreased substantially
compared to the wild type. As a result, OsAnn3 was thought to have a function in rice
cold tolerance [108] (Table 2). It was found that ospin5b, gs3, and osmyb30 mutants showed
increased panicle length, enlarged grain size, and cold tolerance. These yield-related traits
and cold tolerance of nine ospin5b/gs3 transgenic lines, six ospin5b/osmyb30 transgenic lines,
and six gs3/osmyb30 transgenic lines were then matched to genes changed. Additionally,
eight triple mutants were created by simultaneously editing all three genes. The remaining
six mutants showed off-target events at the putative off-target site of OsMYB30-site1.
According to these results, T2 generations of these two mutants showed higher yield and
cold tolerance than those of the wild type [53].
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Heat Stress Tolerance

Global warming has become a serious threat to crop productivity worldwide [109].
Heat stress (HS) from a rapidly warming climate has become a serious threat to global food
security [110]. A heat-shock (HS) inducible mutant was created using the CRISPR/Cas9
system. The effectiveness of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in targeted mutagenesis was evalu-
ated using a soybean heat-shock protein gene and rice U3 promoter to produce Cas9 and
sgRNA, respectively. The existence of targeted mutations was evaluated before and after
HS treatment at two loci in rice. Before HS, there was only a small number of targeted
mutagenesis (16%). After HS, the rate of mutagenesis among transgenic lines increased
significantly (50–63%). Targeted mutagenesis was repressed in plants but increased by HS,
which was visible by Sanger sequencing after a few weeks of HS treatments according to
the analysis of regenerated plants containing HS-CRISPR/Cas9 plants. These HS-induced
mutations were passed down to the offspring at a high rate, resulting in monoallelic and
biallelic mutations that segregated from the Cas9 gene separately. Furthermore, when
HS-CRISPR/Cas9 lines were compared to constitutive overexpression CRISPR/Cas9 lines,
off-target mutations were either undetectable or detected at a reduced rate [111] (Table 2).

Table 2. Application of CRISPR/Cas9 system to increase abiotic and biotic stress tolerance in rice.

Target Gene Gene ID Cas9 Promoter sgRNA Promoter Method of Delivery Mutation Type Functional Reference

OsRAV2 LOC_Os01g04800 CaMV 35S U6 Agrobacterium
mediated NHEJ Salt induction [95]

OsRR22 LOC_Os06g08440 CaMV35S
(2 × 35S) OsU6a Agrobacterium

-mediated NHEJ Salinity tolerance [96]

OsERA1 LOC_Os01g53600 - - Agrobacterium
mediated NHEJ Drought tolerance [100]

OsSAPK2 LOC_Os07g42940 Pubi-H U3 Agrobacterium
mediated NHEJ Reduced salinity,

Drought tolerance [101]

OsDST LOC_Os03g57240 OsUBQ OsU3 Agrobacterium
mediated NHEJ Salinity tolerance,

osmotic tolerance [102]

OsmiR535
(OsSPL7) LOC_Os04g46580 UBI 35S-P OsU3, OsU6 Agrobacterium

mediated NHEJ Drought tolerance [103]

OsPYL9 LOC_Os06g33690 PubiH OsU6a, OsU6b Agrobacterium
mediated NHEJ Drought tolerance,

Grain yield [104]

OsSRL1,
OsSRL2 LOC_Os01g54390 Pubi-H U6a, U6b, U6c,

U3m
Agrobacterium

mediated NHEJ Improved drought tolerance [105]

OsAnn3 LOC_Os07g46550 CaMV 35S U3 Agrobacterium
mediated NHEJ Cold stress tolerance [108]

OsPDS LOC_Os03g08570 35S-P U3 Gene gun NHEJ Heat shock resistant [111]

OsSub1 LOC_Os01g17160.1 CaMV 35S OsU6 Agrobacterium
mediated NHEJ Submergence tolerance [112]

OsERF922 LOC_Os01g54890 2 × 35S
pro Pubi-H OsU6a Agrobacterium

-mediated NHEJ Rice blast resistance [113]

OsALB1,
OsRSY1 - TrpC, TEF1 SNR52,

U6-1, U6-2
Agrobacterium

-mediated NHEJ Rice blast resistance [114]

OsPi21 LOC_Os04g32850 PubiH OsU6a, OsU3 Agrobacterium
-mediated NHEJ Rice blast resistance [115]

OsSEC3A LOC_Os03g427500 OsU3 OsU3 Rice Protoplast NHEJ Rice blast resistance [116]

OsMPK5,
MPK2,MPK5,

MPK6
LOC_Os06g06090 UBI OsU3 Agrobacterium

-mediated NHEJ Disease resistance [117]

OsSWEET14 LOC_Os08g42350 35S, Ubi U3, U6a Agrobacterium
-mediated NHEJ Resistance to Bacterial

leaf blight [118]

OsSWEET11,
OsSWEET13,
OsSWEET14

LOC_Os11g31190 CaMV 35S U6 Agrobacterium
-mediated NHEJ Resistance to Bacterial

leaf blight [119]

Os8N3 LOC_Os08g42350 35S-p OsU6a Agrobacterium
-mediated NHEJ Resistance to Bacterial

leaf blight [120]

OseIF4G - ZmUBI1, CaMV35S TaU6 Agrobacterium
-mediated NHEJ Rice tungro

virus resistant [121]
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Submergence Tolerance

Most coastal rice-growing areas in the tropics and subtropics are submerged, particu-
larly low-lying deltas along Southeast Asia’s coasts, such as Vietnam’s Mekong delta and
Red River delta, Myanmar’s Ayeyerwaddy delta, and Bangladesh’s Ganges–Brahmaputra
delta. These deltas account for 34% to 70% of total rice output in these nations. Any
decrease in rice production due to increased flooding frequency will have severe impacts
on food security [122]. With CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing of the SUBMERGENCE 1A-1
gene of the variety Ciherang-Sub1, techniques for Agrobacterium-mediated and biolistic
transformation and regeneration of indica rice have been improved. The approaches pave
the path for improving Indica-resistant rice varieties quickly by using CRISPR/Cas9 gene
editing [112].

3.1.7. Biotic Stress: Disease Resistance

Disease control requires a thorough understanding of resistance mechanisms and
the development of resistant cultivars [123]. Recent results on pathogen associated to
biomolecular analysis in rice blast disease are discussed. Pyramiding several R genes and
other methods such as host-induced gene silencing, cross-species transformation, and gene
editing might be useful for creating broad-spectrum resistant varieties [124].

Rice blast (Magnaporthe oryzae) disease is one of the most infectious diseases that affect
rice worldwide, resulting in losses of 10–30% of the global yield of rice [125]. Rice blast
resistance can be enhanced by developing a CRISPR/Cas9 SSN (C-ERF922) targeting the
OsERF922 gene in rice, according to recent research (Table 1). Out of 50 T0 transgenic plants,
21 C-ERF922-induced mutant plants (42.0%) were found. These plants have different in-
sertion or deletion (InDel) mutations at the target location based on Sanger sequencing; at
both seedling and tillering phases, the number of blast lesions produced after pathogen in-
fection was substantially reduced in all six mutant lines compared to wild-type plants [113].
These results indicate that gene modification through CRISPR/Cas9 is a viable method
for enhancing blast resistance in rice. There were more reports on disease resistance genes
such as OsALB1, OsRSY1, OsPi21, OsSEC3A, and OsMPK5, MPK2,MPK5, MPK6, which
have been applied to examine their functional analysis by gene editing using CRISPR/Cas9
technique [114–117].

In Southeast Asia and West Africa, Xanthomonas oryzae PV. oryzae (Xoo) causes bacterial
blight of rice, a severe rice disease; OsSWEET14 gene has been reported to be a critical
bacterial blight susceptibility gene targeted by four distinct transcription activator-like
(TAL) effectors from Asian or African Xoo strains [126]. In the Kitaake context, however,
OsSWEET14 single-deletion or promoter mutants are weakly resistant or even vulnerable to
African Xoo strains. CRISPR/Cas9 was used in another research to impair the function of Os-
SWEET14 by altering its equivalent coding sequence in rice Zhonghua 11. It was found that
plant height was increased without decreasing yield when OsSWEET14 was disrupted [118].
In a recent study, researchers used the CRISPR/Cas9 system to change sequences in all three
SWEET gene promoters (SWEET11, SWEET13, and SWEET14). Sequence analysis of TALe
(transcription-activator-like effectors) genes in 63 Xoo strains revealed numerous TALe
variations for SWEET13 alleles, which aided gene editing. SWEET14, which is similarly
targeted by two TALes from an African Xoo lineage, has been mutated. Kitaake, IR64,
and Ciherang-Sub1 rice varieties were all given five promoter mutations simultaneously.
Paddy trials revealed that these rice lines with genome-edited SWEET promoters have
broad-spectrum and robust resistance [119]. In addition, the CRISPR/Cas9 technology was
used to delete rice gene Os8N3 to improve Xoo resistance. These mutations were transmit-
ted to the next generations and genotyped. Rice plants in T0, T1, T2, and T3 generations
were edited; the result showed that the homozygous mutants had significantly enhanced
resistance to Xoo. The T1 generation demonstrated stable CRISPR/Cas9-mediated Os8N3
gene editing transmission without the transferred DNA [120].

Rice tungro disease (RTD) is a major stumbling block to rice production in tropical
regions. RTD is caused by the interaction of rice tungro spherical virus (RTSV) with rice
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tungro bacilliform virus [127]. To develop new sources of RTD resistance, mutations in
eIF4G were created using the CRISPR/Cas9 method in an RTSV-susceptible cultivar IR64.
The mutation rates varied from 36.0~86.6%. These mutations were passed down effectively
to subsequent generations. The Cas9 sequence was no longer present in the final products
with RTSV resistance and it increased yield under glasshouse conditions. As a result,
RTSV-resistant plants with new eIF4G alleles are valuable resources for developing more
varied RTSV-resistant cultivars [121].

3.1.8. Biotic Stress: Insect Resistance

Globally, about 52% of rice production is lost due to biological and environmental
factors, of which about 21% is caused by pests [128,129] (Table 1). Bacillus thuringiensis
(Bt) is a Gram-positive soil bacterium that can produce a variety of insecticidal protein
toxins with narrow specificity to a variety of insects. These toxins, called crystal (Cry)
and cytolytic (Cyt) proteins, can accumulate in crystalline inclusions within the bacteria.
Vegetative insecticidal proteins, or VIPs, are another class of toxins from this bacterium.
They are expressed during bacterial growth [130,131].

Marker-free transgenic plants in rice were generated through Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation with expression of the cry2AX1 gene driven by green tissue-specific pro-
moter rbcS. Such transgenic plants showed moderate levels of resistance against rice leaf
folder (C. medinalis) and rice yellow stem borer (S. incerulas) [132]. Knockdown of two
aminopeptidase N genes, APN1 and APN2, by RNAi in rice plants resulted in decreased
susceptibility to C. suppressalis larvae [133]. In a study using S. exigua, CRISPR/Cas9 sys-
tem was used to generate a knockout homozygous mutant (Seα6-KO) of the α-6 nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor (nAchR) in which 1760 bp was deleted. Seα6-KO showed 373-fold
higher resistance to spinosad and 850-fold higher resistance to spinetoram compared to
WH-S with the same genetic background. As a result of genetic analysis, this mutant
was found to be inherited as an incomplete recessive trait [134,135]. To determine the
causal relationship between ABCA2 genes (HaBCA2) and Cry2Ab resistance in H. armigera,
two HaABCA2 knockout mutants were generated as sensitive SCD strains through the
CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing system. Both knockout mutants were identified with a 2
bp or 5 bp deletion in the exon site, respectively. They were found to have high levels
of resistance to Cry2Aa (>120-fold) and Cry2Ab (>100-fold), whereas they had no or very
limited resistance to Cry1Ac (<4-fold) [136].

3.2. Rice Improvement by Homology-Directed Repair (HDR)

In rice, efficient HDR is critical for accurate genome editing. Despite the fact that
CRISPR/Cas9 has emerged as a potential genome-editing tool in rice, NHEJ remains the
favored method for DSB repair over HDR. The difficulty in supplying enough repair
templates and the template’s limited-duration stability inside the cell are the two main
reasons behind this. Because of these challenges, random insertion/deletion (InDels)
is typically done at specific sites [66,91] However, NHEJ is prone to frequent mutation
mistakes as a result of nucleotide deletions and insertions (InDels). HDR is a technology
that requires donor DNA with high homology to replace key SNPs or specific regions in
genomic DNA and has not yet been generalized in higher plants [137,138].

Delivering a donor repair template (DRT) into a plant for HDR-mediated DSB repair is
difficult. In rice, many efforts to enhance HDR-mediated genome editing have focused on
the template for repair. A geminivirus-based donor template delivery system was created
in rice, with a gene knock-in frequency of 19.4% [139]. The acetolactate synthase (OsALS)
gene was substituted with a mutant form containing two particular mutations, and stable
rice lines were recently produced [80]. Herbicides target the ALS enzyme. Mutations
in OsALS at specific locations can give herbicide tolerance. An additional approach was
recently made to enhance HDR by fusing Cas9 with Agrobacterium VirD2. The Cas9-VirD2
chimeric protein performs two functions. Cas9 creates DSBs, while VirD2 relaxase brings
the DRT closer to the DSB site. The DRT’s proximity to the target site makes HDR possible.
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This newly discovered Cas9-VirD2 method was utilized to precisely modify the OsALS
allele in rice plants to make them herbicide tolerant [140]. Using a sgRNA targeting one
intron and a donor DNA template with the exact sgRNA location, Li and Colleagues
successfully produced targeted EPSPS gene insertions at a frequency of 2.2% [91] (See
Table 1). This HDR technology has to be developed to the extent that it can be applied
precisely. It is thought that it will be applied to crop breeding as a technology that can
develop varieties with new functions by modifying promoters and ORFs of numerous
agriculturally important genes in the near future.

4. Challenge and Future Prospects

The simplicity and effectiveness of CRISPR/Cas9 over other genome editing methods
are its most significant benefits. The ability to concurrently edit several target genes with
the CRISPR/Cas9 system is a significant benefit [141,142]. In a two-step experimental
method, Zsögön targeted six genes and produced mutations in four of them. CRISPR/Cas9
may also introduce multiplex off-target mutations into the genome [143] However, novel
CRISPR/Cas variants that recognize various PAMs have increased the editing effectiveness
of target bases in the sequence of interest [144]. CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing can improve
a characteristic by accurately altering and rapidly rearranging chromosomes in one of the
best breeding strategies. It takes less time than traditional breeding methods [145]. The com-
parisons of traditional breeding and the modern breeding methods for rice improvement
are described in detail, as shown in Figure 4.

Even though CRISPR/Cas9 is a very effective and vast application, there are still some
limitations that hamper improving crops. First of all, breeders should set up the efficient
transformation system for CRISPR/Cas9-Target gene vector to develop enough transgenic
plants and to confirm the gene-edited plants. This application should be set up well for
each target plant species. The success of creating the gene-edited plants may depend on
this step. Off-target mutations are DNA changes made by a deceptive gRNA, a gRNA-
independent method, or non-specific sites [146]. There is a lot of concern about off-target
activity or mutations that happen at places other than the intended target site. This could
make the genome unstable and change the function of normal genes, Numerous ways exist
for precisely modifying the gene evolved by blocking NHEJ or boosting HDR, including
genetic manipulation, synchronized expression, and overlapping homology arm [143].
Off-target mutations are often tolerable in plants and mutants, and they may be discovered
and eradicated by segregation over subsequent crossing [147]. Some bioinformatics tools,
such as Cas-OFFinder and CCTop, have been developed to detect off-targets as well as some
systems, such as SELEX, IDLV capture, Guide-seq, and Digenome-seq [148]. In comparison
to the NHEJ pathway, HDR has a lower efficiency. Another limitation is that some countries
are not ready to commercialize genome editing crops [68]. With the increase of gene-editing
tools, there exists a need to carefully consider the modern definition of GMOs and the
corresponding regulatory frameworks with them [149].

An overall picture of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing applications in plants has been
provided by El-Mounadi [150]. It introduces the user to the mechanism of Cas9 activ-
ity, methods of delivering to plant cells (i.e., transformation techniques), examples of
enhancing crop traits using CRISPR/Cas9, and biosafety and regulatory aspects of genome
editing. Many countries formally declare that crops will not be regulated under biosafety
legislation if the product of the genome-edited crops do not contain foreign DNA [151].
Several countries including Brazil, Argentina, Japan, and the United States have already ex-
empted genome-edited crops from being regulated in the same way as genetically modified
organisms (GMOs) [152].

CRISPR/Cas9 enables the generation of non-GMO mutant plants, an approach that
has been widely applied in diverse genomic architectures to study its function as well as
its resistance to biotic and abiotic challenges and suitable agronomic and other essential
agronomic characteristics, matching with current biosafety regulations for GMO plants.
Overall, this method makes it easier to analyze functions of various genes and enhance
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genetics of the essential species. Because of these benefits, experts working on rice genetic
improvement across the globe favor this CRISPR/Cas9 technology [153].

Figure 4. Comparison of the traditional breeding and the modern breeding methods for rice im-
provement. (A) Crossbreeding based on naturally occurring mutations has introduced various traits
into elite recipient lines selected by phenotype, free of transgene. (B) Through hybrid breeding,
two genetically different parent lines are produced. The heterosis effect is maintained for only one
generation, free of transgene. (C) Through molecular breeding, various traits are introduced into elite
lines, followed by backcrossing, selectinon by phenotype, and molecular marker, free of transgene.
(D) Throught mutation breeding, radiation and chemical mutagenesis is used to induce random
mutations genome-wide. It greatly expands genetic variations. It requires backcrossing. It is free of
transgene. (E) Transgenic breeding introduces genes or traits from other organisms. Foreign DNA
is randomly integrated into the rice genome (GMO). (F) Genome editing breeding technologies can
modify plant genomes to improve traits without integrating foreign DNA into the genome. The
genome is mutated by NHEJ and HDR pathways, free of transgenes. They are precise techniques for
future plant breeding.

As implications for breeders, to develop new varieties with genes expressing important
agronomical traits by CRISPR/Cas9 technology, breeders first identify genes that act as
factors in yield increase, quality improvement, abiotic stress tolerance, and biotic stress
resistance. They can apply these genes to create specific mutations to develop new varieties.
In the near future, breeders should apply homology-directed repair (HDR) techniques to
facilitate breeding strategies for specific genes of interest for breeding new varieties.
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5. Conclusions

The majority of crop enhancements have relied on targeted editing, which includes
repair of DSBs through NHEJ and rarely whole gene modification (HDR). To increase
the efficiency of gene editing for many agronomically important genes, improvements
in techniques for providing exact target genes and increasing the efficiency of the HDR
route for specific target genes are required. Breeders may also try to modify cis-elements in
the promoter region to change the expression of specific genes of agronomic importance.
Genome-edited plants are being approved in many countries as crops that could be branded
as non-GMO with foreign-DNA-free methods because there is no technological difference in
genetic changes between plants generated by genome editing and plants produced through
traditional breeding. In the future, molecular design breeding in crops using genome
editing technologies with NHEJ and HDR to increase yield, disease or insect resistance,
nutritional value, and other traits will be a significant focus.
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